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Religion 

I.  Introduction: 

A.  I heard a story about a guy that stopped at a Stop-
light:  & He was right behind a mini-van driven by a woman…  & She 
was sifting through her purse looking for something→  (& being distracted)  She 
didn’t immediately respond when the light turned green…  Now, every man 
knows that a green light is a green light is a Commandment→  It’s not a 
Suggestion…  But she sat there so long→  That the light had turned red 
again…  & Of course, this raised the ire of the man behind her:  So (in 

protest) he began to honk his horn (scream out the window / beat the steering wheel)…  
Now, he was carrying on this conniption-fit→ Until a few minutes later:  
There was a policeman tapping on his window→ With his gun drawn 
ordering him out of his car…  (& the man said)  “You can’t arrest me for 
hollering in my own car!”…  But the next thing he knows:  He’s in the back 
of a squad-car→ Being hauled off to the police station…  & He ended up 
being  placed in a jail-cell…  & After a couple of hours: The officer 
Showed back up / Opened the cell / (& told him)  “You’re free to go”…  (& the 

man said)  “I knew you couldn’t arrest me for yelling in my own car….You 
haven’t heard that last of this!”…  (At that the officer said)  “I didn’t arrest you 
for having a fit in your car….But as I sat behind watching you screaming & 
yelling (& losing control of yourself)→  I noticed the Cross hanging from your 
rearview mirror / & the Fish-sign on your trunk / & that “Choose Life” 
bumper sticker / & That “Jesus is coming back” frame around your license-
tag- -  & Well,  I just assumed that you had stolen that car 

B.  You See, a lot of people claim that they’ve got religion:  
But by the way they live→  It makes you wonder what kind of religion 
they’ve got…  I don’t know who coined the phrase “Walk The Talk”→  But 
it might have been James- -   “Show me your faith by the way you live”…  
In fact, we’re going to be confronted once again by James in our text today 
about “Deception”… This is the 3rd time in the first chapter that James has 
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warned us (Again) about being “Deceived”…  The first Deception was how 
we distort the character of God / The second Deception had to do with 
listening to the God’s Word without Acting on it…  & Now, the third 
deception:  One thing you have to remember about Religion→  Is that 
Religion (by its very nature) is Vulnerable to Self-Deception…  You See, b/c of 
the traditions & rituals in Religion for us to hide behind--  We can actually 
develop an approach to Christianity→ That hinders our ability to undergo a 
genuine spiritual self-examination…  French novelist and playwright 
Alexandre Dumas (who wrote The Three Musketeers & The Count of Monte 

Christo): Once had a heated quarrel with a rising young politician… & The 
argument became so intense→ That a duel was inevitable…  & Since both 
men were superb shots (All but assuring that both would end up being shot)→  They 
decided to draw lots--  With the loser agreeing to shoot himself…   Well, 
Dumas lost the draw:  So with pistol in hand→  He withdrew in silent 
dignity to another room / & Closed the door behind him- -  While the rest of 
the company waited in gloomy suspense→ For the shot that would end his 
career…  & At last they heard the shot fired:  & So, his friends Ran to the 
door & Opened it→  & they found Dumas standing there with his smoking 
revolver in hand… (& he said) "Gentlemen, a most regrettable thing has 
happened -- I missed.”…  That’s what tends to happen to us when we 
evaluate ourselves under the cloak of religion:  James says it’s very easy 
for a religious person to miss the truth about himself…  & James is wanting 
to help us not miss…  & So, he gives us a description of what real religion 
looks like…  Got religion?→ Well, let’s see 

II.  Pick up with me in James 1:26f:  We’ll travel only a short 
distance today→  But (as you’ll see) it’s worth concentrating on 

If anyone considers himself religious and yet does not keep a tight rein 
on his tongue, he deceives himself and his religion is worthless. Religion 
that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after 
orphans and widows in their distress and to keep oneself from being 
polluted by the world. 

A.  Notice that James tells us that some religion is “Faultless”→  & Other 
religion is “Worthless”:  So-- Is the religion you’ve got worth having?...  
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You See, the tension here isn’t between Christianity & some other genre of 
religion…   But the tension of this text is between Authentic Christianity & 
Artificial Christianity…  Now, the specific word used here for 
“Religion”:  & It’s found only here in the NT…  & Although it can refer 
to both the Inner & Outer qualities of worship→ Here James uses it to point 
to External Qualities…  B/C James recognizes that there are certain 
Traditions & Rituals→ That are Identified with (& in some ways Define) 
Christianity…  & What James wants us to grasp here:  Is that Faultless 
Religion isn’t the perfect observance of the Rituals→  But instead it’s to be 
defined by a spirit of compassion that pervades our Lives…  In Fact (if you 
think about it) the more obviously religious a behavior is→  The more easily it 
can become meaningless…  (You Know) What good is religion that doesn’t 
have the power to shape our hearts!...  In Other Words, Church services are 
no substitute for our service to God…  Of course, (as  Jew) James is 
reflecting back to the Worship in the OT:  & you’ll remember that 
although it was defined by a system of rituals & Sacrifices--  Yet the Prophets 
often attacked (sometimes savagely) those very practice of making Sacrifices--  
Why?:  B/C they proved unable to shape character…  & Thus the saying, 
“To obey is better than to sacrifice”--  (i.e.)  To live a life of compassion→ 
Is better than empty ritual…  Listen to the Prophet Amos when he says…  

You who turn justice into bitterness and cast righteousness to the 
ground… You trample on the poor and force him to give you grain...  I 
hate, I despise your religious feasts; I cannot stand your assemblies. 
Even though you bring me burnt offerings and grain offerings, I will not 
accept them. Away with the noise of your songs!...  But let justice roll 
on like a river, righteousness like a never-failing stream! 

You See, what James is telling us here:  Is that how we examine the 
genuineness of our faith has got to go Deeper… You See, there is a way to 
discover the genuineness of our walk with Jesus--  (i.e.)  There’s a “Visible 
Fruit” that reveals the authenticity of our Christianity…  Now in our 
Culture:  There’s this pervasive idea that faith is to be Private (“keep your faith 
to yourself”)…  Our problem here is that we have confused Private Faith with 
Personal Faith…  God calls us to have Personal Faith→  But He 
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never says that we’re to have a  Private Faith--   In other words, 
there’s no such thing as “Invisible Fruit”…  You See, the New Birth is to be 
so potent (so Compelling) in our lives→  That it’s got to manifest itself (”You 
can tell a tree by the fruit it bears”)…   

The renowned artist Paul Gustave Dore once lost his passport while 
travelling in Europe: When he came to a border crossing→ He explained 
his predicament to one of the guard--   & Dore thought that by giving his 
name to the official→ That he would be recognized & allowed to pass…  
But the guard only went on to explain: How that many people attempted to 
cross the border→ By claiming to be someone they weren’t...   But Dore 
insisted that he was the man he claimed to be… So the official said:  "All 
right, we'll give you a test….& if you pass it→  We'll allow you to go 
through"… & So, the guard handed Dore a pencil & a sheet of paper→        
& told him to sketch a picture of a group of peasants that were standing 
nearby… Well, Dore did it so quickly & skillfully→ That the guard was 
immediately convinced he was indeed who he claimed to be...  Now, all 
through this letter: James is going to beat this drum--  That there are 
always going to be certain visible things that will identify a real religion / 
That Conversion is meaningless→  Unless it leads to a Changed Life--  & A 
changed life goes nowhere (as we’ll see)→ Unless it Serves others 

III. So, it doesn’t matter whether we consider ourselves to be 
religious:  The real questions is→  What does God consider us to be?...  
So, James paints for us a picture →  Of the type of things that should 
characterize real religion…   

A.  #1  Pure Religion doesn’t get caught in its own 
“Mouth-Trap”:  Whether it’s Gossip (Angry Outbursts / Harsh Criticism / 

Complaining / or Judging / Hate Language / Racist remarks)--   Our Verbal Actions 
speak louder than our Religious Rituals…  We can be sure of this:  We’re  
not be able to Talk our way out of this problem…  Now James isn’t calling 
for a Silence→  But for Restrain…  A Woman once came up to John 
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Wesley (the great Revivalist):  (& she said)  “I think I know what my talent it”…  
(& Wesley said)  “Tell me”…  (& she said)  “I think it’s to always speak my 
mind”…  (to which Wesley said)  “I don’t think that God would mind if you 
buried that talent”…     As I heard one person say: “I know Christians that 
speak only English→  But (nonetheless) I’m certain they’re Bi-lingual--   B/C 
they speak one way at the church building→  & Another way everywhere 
else”…  It has to strike us:  That of all the characteristics that James could 
have chosen to identify a Faultless Religion→  He starts with what we have 
to Say…  & Perhaps the reason James started here→   Is B/C he knows that 
what we say is a Window to the Heart…  Remember what Jesus said? (Lk.
6:44f)… 

Each tree is recognized by its own fruit. People do not pick figs from 
thornbushes, or grapes from briers. The good man brings good things 
out of the good stored up in his heart, and the evil man brings evil 
things out of the evil stored up in his heart. For out of the overflow of 
his heart his mouth speaks. 

You See, The Tongue Reveals what the Heart Conceals:  & So, 
James tells us that what a person has to say to God Vertically→  Ought to 
Reflect what he has to say to/about others Horizontally… 

B.  #2 Pure Religion cares for those whom others 
put “Out of sight, out of mind”:  Now I want you to 
understand→  That this was a Bold Claim in James’ day for him--   For him 
to claim that Pure religion was to be identified→ By looking after Orphans & 
Widows…  & It was bold b/c (as I have already pointed out)→ The Jews fell into 
the trap of defining purity of their Religion by their Rituals…  But as I hope 
you already noticed from the quote I used from Amos:  The Prophets 
were constantly calling people to practice “Justice”--   B/C while God’s 
people were doing all the right things at “church”→  They were turning a 
blind-eye toward those who were being Exploited (Marginalized /  & Oppressed / 
Powerless)…  In that Day (you see), there was no government subsidy or 
welfare programs:  Rather people were expected to be taken care of by 
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their own Families…  & So, unless they were taken care of by their 
Families--   Orphans & Widows (who couldn’t get jobs / & didn’t have an 
Inheritance)→  Were reduced either to Begging / or Selling themselves as 
Slaves / or Starving…  The point here is that there are Social implications to 
the Gospel--   & when we see Injustice it should bother us! 

In the famous experiment conducted by Stanley Milgram:  He assigned 
a number of volunteer subjects the role of “Teacher”…  & He explained that 
they were going to participate in an experiment→ Testing the effects of 
Electric Shock on Learning--   But in reality it was really an experiment 
testing response to Authority…  Now the “Teachers” were introduced to 
the “Student” (who was actually an Actor):  & Then they were shown bogus 
electronic equipment (involving a shock-switch & dial marked 15-volts “Mild shock” / to 
300-volt “Intense shock / 450-volts “Danger: Severe shock”)…  & Each time the 
“Student” answered a question incorrectly→  The “Teachers” were expected 
to administer higher levels of shock…  If necessary, a researcher in a lab-
coat was there to instruct the “Teacher”→  To keep increasing the voltage…  
At the level of 120-volts→  The “Student” (actor) shouted in pain / At 270-
volts→ The “Student”  demanded to be released from the experiment / At 
330-volts→ The “Student” exhibited a deadly silence…  Results?:  Over 
half the “Teachers” were willing to dial all the way up to 450-volts!...  Of 
course, it’s Disturbing on many levels:  It not only tells us something about 
how easily we can be Jaded / & How prone we are to mindless Conformity--  
But (perhaps worst of all) it reveals→ How Insensitive we can be (i.e.  What a 

tremendous capacity we can have to be silent→ As we observe the pain of others)…  It’s 
not enough to go to church→  While sitting idly by in the face 
of Injustice…  We’re not only to worship God→  But we’re to act like 
Him--   & Have you noticed how we’re told (that throughout the OT)→ That God 
has a special heart for the Fatherless & the Widows (the poor / vulnerable)…  
Julian the Apostate was emperor of Rome in Mid-3rd Century:  He 
was the nephew of Constantine the Great (Remember he’s the one who gave political 
sanction & validation to Christianity by passing the Edict of Milan)…  Now, Julian’s 
immediate family was murdered in a dynastic struggle→  & So, Julian was 
raised by his Constantine--   Who forced the young Julian to learn Christian 
Doctrine as a child…  The problem is that all of this left Julian with a life-
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long hatred of Christianity…  But in spite of all of this:  One of the things 
that Julian could not deny--   Was the fact that Christians (whom he called 
“Galileans” in order to point out the obscure origins of their faith)→  Took on the social 
responsibility to love people that everyone else overlooked…  (He put it this way 
in one of his letters)  “It is disgraceful that (when no Jew has to beg, and when 
the impious Galileans support not only their own poor but ours as well)→  
Everyone can see that our own people do not receive aid from us”…   

C.  #3  Pure religion “Walks the Talk”:  (As James puts it)  
Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to 
look after orphans and widows in their distress AND to keep oneself 
from being polluted by the world…  Now, I want to point out here that in 
the original Gk translation→  The word “and” is not actually in the original 
text…  My point is this:  That these two identity points (Caring for the fatherless 

& widows and not allowing the world to Pollute us)--  Are not two thoughts joined 
together→  But actually one thought with two expressions…  In other 
words, it’s by engaging this world that we maintain our purity→  Not by 
isolating ourselves from it…  This becomes clear to us if we pay attention 
to the conflicts that Jesus had with the Pharisees:  B/C a great deal of 
these conflicts had to do with→  Their perceived strategy on how to achieve 
Purity…  You See, the Pharisees saw purity as Fragile (easily polluted / & in need 
of Protection)…  B/C to them God was a Legislator→  Whose laws required 
scrupulous observance in order to protect Purity…  & So, they ended up 
isolating themselves→  Thinking that safeguarded them…  But for Jesus:   
The purity of God was essentially His Compassion & Mercy…  & So, Yes, 
we are to keep our Lives (Reputations / & Faith) pure:  But we must not miss 
the important distinction --  That Jesus doesn’t teach removal from the 
world→  But rather Jesus stresses living in the world with Intelligence & 
Compassion--  & to do this we can’t be so over-sensitive in scruples & 
religiously meticulous→ That we feel the need to hide to protect ourselves…  
You See, in the mind & life of Jesus: Our faith is to be Robust 
enough→  To stride into the mire of this world / & be a 
compassionate & Purifying force…  I can’t be pure unless I’m out 
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there being compassionate (especially toward those who can’t return the favor)…  
Religiously, we can’t pull these two ideas apart--  We’re socially obligated 


